Township of Ocean Recreation
50 Railroad Ave Waretown, NJ 08758 email Jeanne at recreation@twpoceannj.gov

2 Day Poured Watercolors Class

(Presented in conjunction with Pine Shores Art Association)
Mary Walker-Baptiste, Instructor

October 5 – 6 at the 11th St Community Center (2 Day classO
10am-3pm (bring your own lunch) $55pp
ALL participant’s must wear a mask and adhere to social distance guidelines
This unique way of getting paint onto paper will stretch your thinking to new levels. Poured Watercolor paintings start with a
drawing, and a limited selection of primary colors, which are diluted in water. “Saving the white” is achieved with masking fluid, using a
brush. Once mask is dry, the paper is wet, and the red, blue and yellow colors are poured onto the paper. The artist then tips the
paper to cover it all in color. Once that is dry, more mask is added to save the desired effects. A series of 4-5 masks and 4-5 pours
takes lots of drying time. It sounds random, but the process produces dramatic paintings.
Email questions about the class to Mary Walker-Baptiste mcbap@mac.com
This class will be indoors, with an individual 6 foot table per student. You must bring your own
wipes to wipe down your table, chairs etc. after class.

This is the supply list that you will need to purchase and bring with you for the Poured Watercolor Class:
Supply List for Poured Watercolors

Usual watercolor supplies:
Watercolor paints, transparent ones work the best
Brushes, your usual for the paints, and not good brushes but small ones for masking
Paper – your choice, but not too soft I usually use Fabriano 140 cold pressed (do NOT adhere to
a board before hand)
At least two sketched drawings already on the watercolor paper. It will save class time, especially
if you are a slow drawer.
Masking fluid – my fave is Incredible White Mask by Grafix from Blick, but Winsor Newton and
Daniel Smith, etc. have their own brands. Michaels has the Winsor Newton usually in stock.
Rubber cement Pick up – again, Blick, cheap Joes, etc., have these
Three 1 Cup containers, for the 3 primary paints (Think Dollar Store)
Large aluminum trays/pans to collect run off water
Paper towels, lots!
Make Checks Payable to OT Recreation. Mail payment to Township of Ocean 50 Railroad Ave., Waretown, NJ 08758
CLASS SIZE LIMITED TO 16
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